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Unit Information
Science Journal

Unit Videos

All The Good and the Beau�ful science
units include ac�vi�es for a science journal.
For each child, prepare a 1-in to 2-in 3-ring
binder to func�on as his or her science
journal. Tabbed divider pages can be used to separate
the diﬀerent units. Also, have wide-ruled paper and
blank white paper on hand for journal ac�vi�es. All
completed journal ac�vi�es are to be kept in the
science binder. If desired, have the child create a cover
and insert it under the clear cover of the binder.

Some lessons include videos that were
created by The Good and the Beau�ful.
Have a device available that is capable
of playing the videos from goodandbeau�ful.com/
sciencevideos.

Older Children Content
Some lessons include extra content that is
more applicable for older children (grades 5–8).
Parents or teachers may choose to skip this
content if instruc�ng only younger children.

Science Wall

Younger Children Content

All The Good and the Beau�ful science units
include vocabulary words to be placed on
your science wall, which is a wall or tri-fold
presenta�on board in your learning area
on which you can a�ach the vocabulary words and
other images. Cut out the vocabulary word cards at the
beginning of the unit. The course will indicate when to
place them on the wall.

Some lessons include extra content that is
more applicable for younger children (grades
K–4). Parents or teachers may choose to skip
this content if instruc�ng only older children.

Versions
New discoveries in ecosystems are being made on an
ongoing basis. This course is reviewed and revised
periodically to keep informa�on as up to date as
possible. This version is the ﬁrst edi�on of this unit.

Lesson Prepara�on
All The Good and the Beau�ful science units
include easy-to-follow lesson prepara�on
direc�ons at the beginning of each lesson.

Lesson Mini Books
Some lessons in this unit incorporate
science mini books. If you bought the PDF
download only, print the pages single sided.
To assemble the mini books, cut them in half
along the do�ed lines, stack the pages together with
the page numbers in the correct order, and staple twice
along the le� side.

Ac�vi�es
Many of The Good and the Beau�ful science
lessons involve hands-on ac�vi�es. An adult
should always closely supervise children as
they par�cipate in the ac�vi�es to ensure
they are following all necessary safety procedures.
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Read-Aloud Book Pack
The books below are op�onal read-aloud books that complement this unit. These books can be purchased as a book
pack by going to goodandbeau�ful.com/science and clicking on the Ecosystems link.

Megan Noel

Elf Owl and His Ecosystem
by Megan Noel

Ecosystems in Your Backyard
by Nyree Bevan

CORRELATED BOOKS
The Good and the Beau�ful Library has several books that correlate well with the Ecosystems unit. It can be a
wonderful experience for children to read level-appropriate books related to the subjects they are learning. The
library includes both ﬁc�on and nonﬁc�on books that are organized according to reading level. Find the correlated
books by going to goodandbeau�ful.com/science and clicking on the Ecosystems science unit product page.
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GRADES 7–8

Lesson Extensions
How the Extensions Work
Each lesson has an op�onal lesson extension for
children in grades 7–8. Complete the lesson with all the
children, and then have the older children complete
the self-directed lesson extension. These extensions are
located at the end of each lesson.

Children are encouraged to take ownership of their
science journals and put forth eﬀort to make the
journals visually appealing. The journals will be
something the children can treasure. The children
should use color and illustra�ons where possible. Have
the children view the sample pages below.

Answer Key

Taking Notes
Some of the grades 7–8 lesson extensions have the
children summarize the material read. Teach the
children to look for key informa�on and summarize
the most important points. Students can also add
notes with their thoughts and the facts that are most
interes�ng to them.

The answer key for the lesson extensions can be found
by going to goodandbeau�ful.com/science and clicking
on the Ecosystems unit.

Flexibility
The amount of �me it will take to complete each lesson
extension will vary for each child. The average �me is
about 10–15 minutes per extension. Parents/teachers
and children may choose to omit parts of the lesson
extension if desired. Encourage the children to stretch
their capabili�es, but also reduce work if needed.

Op�onal Grades 7–8 Reading Book
We recommend The Amazon Rainforest by Elizabeth
Thuernagle as extra reading for students in grades
7–8. This book can be
purchased by going to
goodandbeau�ful.
com/science and
clicking on the
Ecosystems unit link.

Science Journal
The extension pages are nonconsumable. The children
will do their work on separate sheets of paper and
insert them into their science journal binders along with
any science journal pages done during the lessons.
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Supplies Needed
You will need the following supplies for ac�vi�es. There are no experiments in this unit.
Lesson 1

Lesson 6

•

1/8 teaspoon measuring spoon

•

•

A small amount of honey

Lesson 7

Lesson 2
•

1 dice for every two children

•
•

Household items to display, such as a sun hat,
scarf, sunglasses, garden gloves, mi�ens, and
umbrella

Scissors
Glue

Lesson 8

•

Chocolate pudding (op�onal)

•

2 clear jars or glasses full of water

•

Green sprinkles (op�onal)

•

A plas�c plate for each child

•

Gummy worms (op�onal)

•

2 tablespoons salt

•

Animal crackers (op�onal)

•

A sponge for each child

•

Lollipops (op�onal)

•

Grass seed (lawn grass or another quick-growing
grass, such as wheat)

•

A container for each child, such as an empty food
storage container

•

Crayons or colored pencils

•

Scissors

•

Glue

Lesson 3
•

A drawer full of silverware (or another type of
drawer with organizers)

•

Scissors

•

Glue

Lesson 9

Lesson 4
None

Lesson 5
•

1 cup uncooked rice

•

Crayons or colored pencils

•

1 cup, 2/3 cup, 1/2 cup, 1/3 cup, and 1/4 cup
measuring cups (see ac�vity note)

•

A cookie sheet (op�onal to catch a spill)
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•

A rock

•

Glue

•

Scissors

•

A handful of soil in a plas�c bag

Vocabulary
Instruc�ons: Cut out the vocabulary cards in this sec�on. Place them on your science wall when prompted to
do so in the lessons. Review the vocabulary words several �mes during this unit and, if desired, at various �mes
throughout the school year.

Living

•
•
•
•

Nonliving

grows
moves by itself
reproduces
needs food and
water to survive
• almost always
needs air to breathe

• does not grow
• does not move by
itself
• does not reproduce
• does not need food
and water to survive
• does not breathe

Ecology
the study of how living things relate to one
another and to their surroundings

© Jenny Phillips
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Secondary Succession
the process of change that occurs over time
where living organisms inhabit or reinhabit an
area that is covered in soil—this can occur after
natural or human disasters

Pioneer Species

the first species to inhabit an
area on a rocky surface in the
primary succession process

Climax Community
the last stage in the ecological
succession process where a
community reaches its climax or
full potential with all the plants and
animals existing in balance
© Jenny Phillips
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ECOSYSTEMS

LESSON 1

Introduction to Ecology
je
Ob

e
ctiv
Help the children understand what an ecosystem is and what ecologists do.

Prepara�on:
Tape together the two pages of the painting titled “Grazing Cows on the River with
Shepherds” (if you choose to complete option #1 in the opening activity).
•

Assemble the mini book Ecology and Our World.

Ac�vity Supplies:
•

1/8 teaspoon measuring spoon

•

A small amount of honey
�tled “Grazing Cows on the River with Shepherds”
by Friedrich Voltz. Read to the children: Friedrich
Voltz was a German artist who loved to paint
animals and their surrounding landscapes.

Optional Read-Alouds
At any point in the lesson, you may read the
read-alouds and correlated books listed on
the Ecosystems science unit product page at
goodandbeau�ful.com/science.

Imagine that you are in this scene. What do you
see? Pause for response. Discuss how the things
they see are connected to each other and to other
plants and animals that could be found there. Let
the children take the �me needed to really think
about how the plants and animals interact with
and aﬀect one another. Prompt the children as
needed (e.g., What if the cows did not have water?
How would a lack of water aﬀect humans? How
do the trees aﬀect the other things in the scene?
What would the cows need to eat? What might
the ducks be ea�ng?).

Introducing Ecology Activity

Read to the children: God has created this
beautiful earth for us in all of its variety. It is
amazing to think about each of His creations
and realize that none of them can stand
alone. Everything on Earth interacts with or affects His
other creations.
“All things were made by him; and without him was
not any thing made that was made” (John 1:3). God
designed both living and nonliving things to interact
with each other. As we continue through this unit, we
will learn more about how God’s creations interact with
one another, and we will more fully understand the
majesty, grandeur, and wisdom of God.

2. Go for a walk outside. Have the children iden�fy
any animals, insects, plants, sources of water, and
anything else they see. Discuss how the things
they see are connected to each other and to other
plants, animals, and humans. Let the children take
the �me needed to really think about how the
things they listed interact with and aﬀect each
other. Prompt the children as needed (e.g., If
there were no plants, what other things would be

Read each of the op�ons listed below and choose one
or both of the ac�vi�es to complete.
1. Show the children the taped-together pain�ng
© Jenny Phillips
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LESSON 1

aﬀected? How does water aﬀect or interact with
the things you see? If there were no humans, how
would our surroundings be diﬀerent?).

response. One honeybee will work its entire lifetime
and produce only 1/12 teaspoon of honey, about the
amount in this spoon.
This may not seem
like much honey to
you or me, but every
honeybee is vital to the
success of its hive. Bees
depend on one another
for their survival,
and we need bees to
survive too.

Science Wall
Place the vocabulary words LIVING/
NONLIVING and ECOLOGY on your science
wall. Read and discuss the words and
deﬁni�ons.

Living/Nonliving

Consider that to produce one pound of honey (a
substance that in itself has all the nutrients, vitamins,
and minerals to sustain a human life), the bees from
one hive must collectively travel nearly 88,514 km
(55,000 mi) and visit millions of ﬂowers. That is more
than the equivalent of traveling around the world
twice! While visiting a variety of ﬂowers, bees collect
sweet nectar that is condensed into honey. This
collection process is important because it pollinates
the ﬂowers that produce fruits and vegetables for us to
eat. Farmers, and all of us, depend on bees to pollinate
crops in order to have a harvest. Bees are essential for
the pollination of blossoms so apples, cucumbers, and
berries will grow. Wild animals also depend upon bees
to pollinate wild plants, such as nuts, berries, and fruit,
for their survival.

Ecology
Mini Book
Read the mini book Ecology and Our World
included in this lesson.
Bees, Ecology, and Me Activity
Read to the children: Our world is bigger
than we can even imagine! Even though it
is so vast, every little part of it, from the
drops of water in the ocean to lumbering
elephants to the unique person you are, is important.
God knows and loves each one of us. He is aware of
each of His creations and its value and contribution to
this world. Jesus himself said, “Are not two sparrows
sold for a farthing? and one of them shall not fall on
the ground without your Father. But the very hairs of
your head are all numbered. Fear ye not therefore,
ye are of more value than many sparrows” (Matthew
10:29–31).

Bees are so essential that many other species would
become extinct without them. Because of this they are
considered to be a keystone species, or a species that is
critical to the survival of many other species. God, our
masterful creator, designed our beautiful world for all
things to work and connect together to support life and
provide abundance.
Science Journal

Not only is every person valuable to God, but each
part of His creation, no matter how small, is important
to this world. Let’s explore one of God’s small yet
important creations, the honeybee.

Just like a honeybee, your small
contribution makes a huge impact on the
world. In your science journal, title a page
“My Contributions” and list at least five
small things that you can do for your friends or family
that will make an impact on the world for good (for
example, smiling more, giving service, or being quick
to obey).

Hold the measuring spoon out for the children to
see. Drizzle honey into the measuring spoon so that
it is slightly over half full. Show the children and ask:
Does this seem like a lot of honey to you? Pause for
© Jenny Phillips
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“Grazing Cows on the River with Shepherds” by Friedrich Voltz (1817–1886), 1874

Ecology
and Our
World
Ecology is the study of all God’s
creations and how they interact
with each other. Man and woman
were the greatest of all His
creations. “And God said, Let us
make man in our image, after
our likeness: and let them have
dominion over the fish of the sea,
and over the fowl of the air, and
over the cattle, and over all the
earth, and over every creeping
thing that creepeth upon the
earth. So God created man in
his own image, in the image of
God created he him; male and
female created he them. And God
blessed them, and God said unto
them, Be frui�ul, and multiply,
and replenish the earth, and
subdue it . . .” (Genesis 1:26–28).
1

God gave Adam and Eve dominion; it is important to remember that dominion involves
responsibility and care. Christ told His disciples, “Whosoever will be great among you, let him
be your minister; And whosoever will be chief among you, let him be your servant” (Matthew
20:26–27). God gave Adam and Eve the important responsibility to take care of the earth. God
has given us the world, filled with His creations, and we get to help take care of it!
2

Ecologists are
scientists who study
our world and
how the living and
nonliving things in
our world interact;
they study ecology!
The work they do is
important.
Ecologists conduct
outdoor research,
run tests in
laboratories, give
advice for policies
being made, help
solve environmental
problems, and help
manage our natural
resources.
3

Creation Cards

4

And God said, Let the waters bring forth abundantly the moving creature that hath life, and fowl that may
fly above the earth in the open firmament of heaven (Genesis 1:20).

5

And God created great whales, and every living creature that moveth, which the waters brought forth
abundantly, after their kind, and every winged fowl after his kind: and God saw that it was good. And God
blessed them, saying, Be fruitful, and multiply, and fill the waters in the seas, and let fowl multiply in the
earth (Genesis 1:21–22).

6

So God created man in his own image, in the image of God created he him; male and female created he
them. And God blessed them, and God said unto them, Be fruitful, and multiply, and replenish the earth,
and subdue it: and have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over every living
thing that moveth upon the earth (Genesis 1:27–28).

IMPACT OF ABIOTIC FACTORS ON
LIVING ORGANISMS
Air, Temperature, Water, Soil, Light
The rings of a tree trunk not only reveal the age of a
tree but also the weather conditions during a tree’s lifetime.
Each year of growth is divided into a light-colored ring
(springtime growth) and a dark-colored ring (fall growth).
When an annual ring is thick, it represents a good year of
growth, indicating a wet and warm season. When a ring
is thin, it means there was a cold and dry season, and the
tree didn’t grow as much. Tree rings can also reveal abiotic
stressors such as a forest fire. The tree forms a scar within
its rings during the year the fire occurred. The dates in the
photograph show the years of forest fires.

Which abiotic
factors affected this
tree trunk's rings?

Green sea turtles come on shore from the vast ocean to
lay their eggs in the soft, moist sand of the beach. The
temperature of the sand in which an egg is incubated
determines whether the egg will form into a male or
female turtle. If the sand is cooler, a male turtle hatches
from the egg. If the temperature of the sand is warmer,
a female turtle hatches. In some coastline areas, the sand
is too warm, resulting in turtles that are all female.
After the turtles hatch, they rush to the sea, using the
reflection of the light of the moon and stars on the sea as
a guide.

Which abiotic
factors affect a
green sea turtle?

Whales are giant creatures of the sea. Baleen whales
(whales with toothbrush-shaped teeth) survive on eating
krill. Krill are small sea creatures that live in cold
waters. Whales must migrate to these cold waters in the
spring to feed. Baby whales, however, do not have enough
blubber when they are young to survive in the frigid
waters of the Arctic and Antarctic, so the whales migrate
to warmer waters around the equator for birthing. As
whales migrate, they use the moon to guide them but can
become confused if the shoreline lights are too bright.

What are some
abiotic factors that
affect whales?

A tall, lean, woody plant called liana [le–aw–na] begins
life at the bottom of the tropical rain forest floor. These
plants begin life in the shade but cannot survive there.
Lianas need sunlight. They quickly grow, twisting their
slender vines around other tall trees and plants to reach
their way toward the sunlit canopy at the top of the
rain forest. In addition to fighting for sunlight, these tall
plants need water and nutrients from the soil in order to
survive.

Which abiotic
factors affect the
liana plant?

ECOSYSTEMS

LESSON 3

Levels of Organization
je
Ob

ctiv

e

Help the children learn the levels of organization within an ecosystem.
Prepara�on:
For each child, print a copy of the sheet titled “Organizing Silverware.”
For each child, print a copy of the sheet titled “Levels of Ecology Organization.”
Ac�vity Supplies:
•

A drawer full of silverware (or another type of drawer with organizers)

•

Scissors

•

Glue
2. Have the children count all the spoons that are the
same type and then return them to the drawer.
How many spoons of this type do we have in
this drawer? The number of spoons make up the
population of this particular type of spoon in our
drawer. Have the children write “popula�on” next
to the image of several spoons.

Introduction
Read to the children: Today we are going to learn
about how scientists organize the levels of ecology
and define how the creations within each level
interact with other living (biotic) and nonliving
(abiotic) features.

3. Read to the children: Now, this particular type
of spoon is not the only type of silverware in
the drawer. What other things do you see in the
drawer? [forks, knives, larger spoons, etc.] All of
these utensils together make up a community.
Have the children write “community” next to the
image of spoons, knives, and forks together.

Organizing Silverware Activity
Note: If you are not in a home, this activity
can be done with pencils, pens, and markers
in an organizer.
1. Give each child a sheet �tled “Organizing
Silverware.” Take the children into the kitchen
and open the silverware drawer. Take out a
spoon, show it to the children, and ask the
children what you are holding. Allow them
to respond and discuss the characteris�cs of
the spoon (rounded top, silver, has a long thin
handle, etc.). How many spoons am I holding?
[one] That’s right, I am only holding one individual
spoon. If this were a living (biotic) thing, it would
be considered an individual organism. Have the
children write “individual organism” next to the
image of a single spoon.
© Jenny Phillips

4. Read to the children: This drawer of silverware is in
our kitchen and so are we, so together, this could
be considered an ecosystem. It would include all
of the biotic and abiotic things within the kitchen.
Have the children write “ecosystem” next to the
image of the kitchen.
5. Read to the children: Our kitchen is part of our
home, and this could be considered our biome—a
larger environment where similar communities are
living and interacting together. Have the children
write “biome” next to the image of the home.
19
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Any single living organism

Group of similar organisms in
the same area

Populations of all plant and
animal species that live in an area

A community of living things
and abiotic factors in an area

Groups of ecosystems that
have the same climate and
communities

All the ecosystems on
Earth

Levels of Ecology Organization

Biome

Individual Organism

Population

Community

Biosphere

Ecosystem

LESSON 4

When you draw a card, read aloud about the living
organism and decide where it belongs in your food
chain. If you draw a card that you do not need or want,
place it in the discard pile.

Food Chain and Food Web Quote
Animals are not always struggling for existence,
but when they do begin, they spend
the greater part of their lives
eating. Feeding is such a universal
and commonplace business that we
are inclined to forget its importance.
The primary driving force of all
animals is the necessity of finding
the right kind of food and enough of it. Food is the
burning question in animal society, and the whole
structure and activities of the community are
dependent upon questions of food supply.

Watch out for “Abiotic Stressor” cards! They may
cause your food chain to become unbalanced! If you
draw an “Abiotic Stressor” card, read about what kind
of organisms are affected (producers, consumers, or
decomposers) and place the coordinating cards from
your pile in the discard pile. Place the “Abiotic Stressor”
card to the side out of play.
If you run out of cards, shuﬄe the discard pile and
con�nue playing. Play con�nues un�l the ﬁrst child
collects the cards needed to create a food chain and
organizes them in the correct order. You could also play
un�l all the children have a food chain, if �me allows.

o

We are not concerned here with the various
devices employed by animals to enable them
to obtain their food, or with the physiological
processes which
enable them to
utilize in their
tissues the energy
derived from it. It is
sufficient to bear in
mind that animals
have to depend
ultimately upon plants for their supplies of energy,
since plants alone are able to turn raw sunlight
and chemicals into a form edible to animals.
Consequently, herbivores are the basic class
in animal society. Another difference between
animals and plants is that while plants are all
competing for much the same class of food,
animals have the most varied diets, and there
is a great divergence in their food habits. The
herbivores are usually preyed upon by carnivores,
which get the energy of the sunlight at thirdhand,
and these again may be preyed upon by other
carnivores, and so on, until we reach an animal
which has no enemies, and which forms, as it
were, a terminus on the food cycle (food web).
There are, in fact, chains of animals linked
together by food, and all dependent in the long run
upon plants. We refer to these as “food chains,”
and to all the food chains in a community as the
“food cycle” (or “food web”). (Animal Ecology by
Charles Elton, page 56.)

Rainforest Food Web Activity

Read to the children: We have just played
a game to learn about food chains. We are
going to use the same cards to create a food
web. Remember that a food web contains
more than one food chain and looks like an interconnected web.
Lay out the “Rainforest Food Chain Game” cards
according to where the animals might live (e.g., the
monkeys and birds in the trees, the decomposers on
plants and trees, etc.). Have the children place the
arrows with the heads of the arrows poin�ng to the
animal that does the ea�ng and the tails of the arrows
touching what is being eaten. The arrows may point to
more than one living thing.

© Jenny Phillips
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Lesson 4 | Grades 7–8

EXTENSION

Instructions:
1.
2.

Read the information below.
Draw a carbon cycle diagram in your notebook and label it with the
four processes that contribute to the carbon cycle.

The Carbon Cycle
Carbon is the foundation of all life on Earth;
it is called the “building block of life.” This is
because carbon can form stable bonds with
many elements, including itself. This allows
carbon to be part of millions of different compounds.
Most carbon is found in rocks and sediments in the earth,
including fossil fuels. The rest is found in living organisms,
in the ocean, and in the atmosphere in the form of carbon
dioxide, or CO2. Key molecules that make up organisms,
such as protein and DNA, contain carbon.
Our planet and its atmosphere are part of a closed
environment where the matter we have now is all that we
will ever have. As the Law of Conservation of Mass states:

Matter is neither created nor destroyed. This is why there
are many cycles within our environment, and one of those is
the carbon cycle.
The carbon cycle is nature's way of reusing carbon atoms.
Carbon atoms travel from the atmosphere into the earth's
organisms and back into the atmosphere again and again.
Four major processes contribute to the carbon cycle:
Photosynthesis–Plant matter uses energy from the sun
to combine carbon dioxide from the air with water and
nutrients, creating sugar and oxygen.
Respiration–Organisms use the oxygen released by plants
to respire. They inhale oxygen and exhale carbon dioxide,
which goes back into the atmosphere. Plant roots respire
by taking up oxygen from the
air in the soil and combining it
with the sugars produced during
photosynthesis to create energy
for growth.
Decomposition–Dead material
from plants and animals is broken
down and releases carbon into
the air, soil, and water.
Combustion–When organic
material is burned, one of the
byproducts is carbon dioxide.
Others include water and energy.
When we take carbon-filled fossil
fuels from the ground and burn
them, we are able to power cars
and factory motors. This releases
more carbon into the atmosphere
in the form of carbon dioxide.
Carbon dioxide is a pollutant in
the atmosphere, but some of it
cycles back to green plants, which
take the carbon dioxide from the
air and convert it all over again!

Ecosystems

34
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LESSON 5

studying food chains, ecologists also study how much
energy is passed on from producers to consumers at each
level of the food chain. They also study the proportions
of producers to consumers at each level of the food
chain. Let’s discover how this might look by using rice as
a representation of living organisms in a food chain.

comes along and eats the leaves of our rice plant. Just
as the rice only retains a small amount of the energy it
gets from the sun, the lea�opper does not retain all the
energy contained in the leaf. Most of the energy is lost
as heat and waste. Ecologists refer to this energy loss as
the Ten Percent Rule. This means that only 10% of energy
is passed on to the next trophic level; 90% is lost to heat
and waste.
Remember, there must be a larger amount of producers
to support all the herbivores that need to eat for energy.
So, if we were to count all the rice plants, there would
be significantly more rice plants than the number of
consumers that eat them.
3. Pour the rice into the 1/2 cup measuring cup labeled
“Trophic Level 3/Secondary Consumers/Omnivores”
and read to the children: The next organisms in a
food chain are omnivores. Do you remember what an
omnivore is? [an organism that eats both meat and
plants] Did you notice that we again lost some rice as
we transferred our rice to the next cup? The loss of
rice represents the loss of energy in our food chain. If
a sandpiper comes along and eats a lea�opper, the
sandpiper will only receive about 10% of the energy of
the lea�opper; 90% of the energy is lost to heat and
waste. In general, there are more herbivores (hold up
2/3 cup measuring cup) than omnivores in an ecosystem.
4. Pour the rice into the 1/3 cup measuring cup labeled
“Trophic Level 4/Ter�ary Consumers/Carnivores” and
read to the children: What are carnivores? [organisms
that only eat meat] Although some omnivores, like
bears, can also be at this trophic level, most animals
at this trophic level are carnivores. An example would
be a snake coming along and eating a sandpiper. There
are far fewer carnivores in the world than omnivores,
herbivores, and producers. Energy is also lost at this
level.

1. Place a cookie sheet on the table. Put the 1 cup
measuring cup labeled “Trophic Level 1/Producers”
on the cookie sheet and pour the rice into the cup.
Read to the children: This measuring cup represents
the producers in the world. Most of the producers on
the earth receive their energy from the sun in a process
called photosynthesis. There must be an abundance of
producers to support all the living organisms on Earth.

5. Pour the rice into the 1/4 cup measuring cup labeled
“Trophic Level 5/Consumers/Apex Predators” and
read to the children: Our lost rice represents our loss of
energy in the form of heat and waste that is at this level
in the food chain. Apex predators, such as eagles, most
o�en eat other animals, such as our snake in the example
above. There are
also fewer apex
predators than
other carnivores in
the world.

2. Pour all the rice into the 2/3 cup measuring
cup labeled “Trophic Level 2/Primary Consumers/
Herbivores” (some of the rice will spill out onto the
cookie sheet) and read to the children: The next
organisms in a food chain are called herbivores.
Herbivores range from small caterpillars to large
elephants. What happened to the rice as I poured it into
the cup? [Some of it spilled out.] Let’s say a lea�opper
© Jenny Phillips
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Measuring Cup Labels
Tape on 1/4 c measuring cup:

Tape on 1/3 c measuring cup:

Tape on 1/2 c measuring cup:

Trophic Level 5
Consumers
Apex Predators

Trophic Level 4
Tertiary Consumers
Carnivores

Trophic Level 3

Secondary Consumers
Omnivores

Tape on 2/3 c measuring cup:
Trophic Level 2

Primary Consumers
Herbivores

Tape on 1 c measuring cup:
Trophic Level 1

Producers

Energy Pyramids

One of the basic things that every living creature needs to survive is the sun! The brilliant sun
radiates heat and light upon the earth. All living things use energy from the sun to fulfill the
purposes of God upon the earth. That heat and light is used by producers to create energy. An
energy pyramid is simply a model that scientists use to show details about how this energy is
transferred through a food chain.

1

Imagine you are taking a walk in the forest. What might be one of the first things you see? It
would probably be producers such as trees, grasses, or brush. Next, you might see a rabbit hop
across your path or hear a bird singing through the trees. You may spot a caterpillar creeping
along a leaf, see a butterfly flutter overhead, hear a fly buzz by your ear, or inspect a pile of
ants.
But you might never see a fox or hear a bear growl, wolf howl, or eagle screech overhead. That
is because as you go up a food chain, reaching higher trophic levels, there are fewer of those
types of living organisms.

4

Sometimes, environmental
factors can affect the number
of organisms in an area. This
can upset the entire food
chain population. In 1815,
a violent volcanic explosion
occurred at Mount Tambora,
Indonesia. This explosion had
devastating consequences for
people, plants, and animals;
it sent up an enormous
cloud of smoke, gases, and
ash that circled the globe.
This mixture blocked out the
sunlight. Without sunlight
for many months, the
atmosphere changed, and through the summer of 1816, crops failed. This tragedy is widely
known as “the year without a summer.” Snow and freezing temperatures caused wheat, barley,
alfalfa, and corn to freeze throughout the Northern Hemisphere. Wells froze over. In Ireland
solid weeks of rain drowned the potato crop, leading to a desperate famine. Fruit trees died.
Not only did this have dire consequences for humans, but animals also suffered from the lack
of producers available during the frozen summer.
5
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EXTENSION

Instructions:
1.
2.

Read about apex predators below.
In your science journal, write or draw the food chain for each of
the three predators shown at the bottom of the page.

Apex Predators
An apex predator resides at the top of a food chain and has no natural predators to threaten its life. Apex predators
have a strong ecological impact because they greatly affect the populations of their prey species, which can help an
ecosystem remain in balance when naturally regulated. Human hunting has caused some apex predator species to
reach near extinction, but conservation efforts have helped regain balance and control prey populations in many areas.

PLANT MATTER

INSECTS

ALGAE

KRILL

FROG

EAGLE

SNAKE

MACKEREL

With their sharp beaks and
talons as well as
their large size,
eagles are apex predators
of the sky. They safely soar
high above the ground while
searching for prey.

SEAL

POLAR BEAR

Polar bears
dominate the Arctic
region by hunting
from the ice. Their
powerful paws and
jaws can kill a seal
with one blow.

These giant lizards live on isolated Indonesian
islands. Feeding mostly on meat, their
bacteria-laden saliva can still kill an
animal, even if it manages to escape
their bite.

GRASS & HERBS

WATER BUFFALO

KOMODO DRAGON

What does the
food chain look
like for these apex
predators?

WOLF
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Symbiotic Puzzles
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relationship
between two
organisms where
both benefit

An oxpecker dwells on
a rhinoceros, eating
bugs and ticks. The
oxpecker gets food,
and the rhinoceros
gets relief.

m
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P

Aphids feed on a
delicious garden
plant. The aphids
get food, and the
plant is harmed.

il sm

a
ns

e
m

m
o
C

relationship between
two organisms where
one benefits and the
other is unaffected

Cattle egrets follow
grazing animals,
which stir up insects
for the egrets to eat.

relationship
between two
organisms where
one benefits and the
other is harmed

s
i
s

o
bi
ym

S

“Sym” means
“together” and “bio”
means “life”—living
things together.

relationship
between two
different organisms
in close proximity
over time

ECOSYSTEMS

LESSON 7

Earth’s Terrestrial Biomes
je
Ob

e
ctiv
Help the children identify and recognize the major terrestrial biomes of the earth and the types of life
that are found in each biome.

Prepara�on:

Ac�vity Supplies:

o Cut out the biome photo cards and tape them
around the room.

•

Scissors

•

Glue

o Print one copy of “Terrestrial Biome
Photographs” and “Terrestrial Biomes” for each
child.

o

Extreme Biomes Video

Just as the place and home where you live is unique, the
earth has special areas that are unique. A place or home
that is unique to the plants and animals that live there
is called a habitat. The combination of many plant and
animal habitats and other living things, along with the
interactions between all of these different elements, is
called an ecosystem. A biome is made up of several of the
same type of ecosystems in an area. We put “Biome” on
our science wall in Lesson 3. Read the deﬁni�on of BIOME
again to the children.

Have the children watch the video “Extreme
Biomes” at goodandbeau�ful.com/sciencevideos.

o

Art Observation

Show the children the pain�ng �tled “A Co�age with
Sunﬂowers at Peaslake,” then read to them:
What do you notice about this painting? This cottage
probably looks vastly different from the home you live in
today. You may live in a busy neighborhood home where
lots of children play, or you may live in a tall apartment
building in the city and hear pigeons coo outside of your
window. Or you may live down a quiet country lane where
you can spot a deer crossing the road.

o

Place the vocabulary word HABITAT on your
science wall. Read and discuss the word and
deﬁni�on.

Wherever you live, you have adapted to live in your area.
You learn where the stores are to shop for food, where the
library is, or where your friends live. Every town and city is
different and has special things that make it unique. What
are some things that are unique to where you live? Discuss
with the children unique circumstances found where you
live such as food, plants, animals, buildings, etc. Would it
be easy for you to suddenly move to a new home that was
very different from yours now? Discuss answers with the
children.

© Jenny Phillips

Science Wall

Habitat
o

Travel Through the Biomes Activity

Read to the children: As humans, we seek
to organize God’s various creations. We
categorize plants and animals. When we
organize the biological communities of the
earth, we call them biomes. A biome is a community
of plants and animals that all share common charac56

Forest (Tropical Rainforest)

Tundra

Lesson 7 | Grades 7–8

Instructions:
1.
2.

EXTENSION

Read the information below.
In your science journal, choose and complete two of the following assignments:
a. Choose one of the quotes by Wangari Maathai and copy it in your science journal. How
does the quote inspire you in your life? Write the answer in your science journal.
b. Write a paragraph in your science journal about how the trees found in Africa helped
the people there. How do trees impact your life?
c. Write a summary of the accomplishments of Wangari Maathai in your science journal.

Wangari Maathai
“...it is extremely important for
adults and especially those who are
in charge of cities to make sure that
we do not lose touch with the land
and with the environment. ”

“You can make a lot of
speeches, but the real thing is
when you dig a hole, plant a
tree, give it water, and make it
survive. That's what makes the
difference.”

“No matter who or where we are, or
what our capabilities, we are called to
do the best we can.”

“There are opportunities even in
the most difficult moments.”

Wangari Maathai was a well-known environmentalist and biologist who made a difference in the world around her. Wangari was
born in Nyeri, Kenya, Africa, in 1940. In 1951 she attended the Mathari Catholic Mission boarding school in Nyeri where she learned
English. She also joined the "Legion of Mary." There she learned to live by the motto "Serve God by serving fellow human beings."
Wangari lived up to this motto during her lifetime. She dedicated countless hours to serving the community around her. After
boarding school, Wangari attended Loreto High School, where she was rated first in her class. In 1964 Wangari earned a scholarship
and traveled to the United States to attend college, where she studied biology and fostered her love for the natural world around
her.
mubiru muiru

After earning her master's degree in
biology, Wangari went home to Africa.
She found her place and mission in
the world as she interacted with the
community around her. She became
known as the Mother of Trees and used
her education and wisdom to improve
daily life for thousands of families in her
homeland of Kenya, Africa.

muluhakuha
This tree provides wood to build
homes.

The delicious fruit of this tree is enjoyed, and
the seeds are saved and shared to grow more.

mukuyu
This tree can filter and clean
water and is considered sacred
to people in Africa.
moringa
Many parts of this tree are used
for healing humans.

mukawa
The prickly thorns on this tree
create a natural fence to keep
out unwanted predators.
muheregendi
This tree provides food for goats.
Humans are then able to use milk
from the goats to drink.

mukinduri
The wood of this tree provides firewood
for cooking and warmth.

Daily life in Africa was difficult. The
streams were drying up, and supplies
All trees provide shade from the heat of
were becoming scarce. Women had to
the sun and help keep the soil in place.
walk farther and farther to procure
water for their families, fencing for their
animals, firewood for cooking, and food for their hungry children. Many women sought out Wangari's wisdom and pleaded for help.
Do you know what Wangari's response was to all of these women? Plant a tree! Wangari founded the Green Belt Movement in Africa
that transformed the landscape of Kenya and improved the lives of many Africans. Millions and millions of trees were planted as a
result of Wangari's leadership and vision. Wangari became the first African woman to earn the Nobel Peace Prize. When she passed
away at the age of 71, she left a legacy, a movement, and an improved environment that will remain for generations to come.
Ecosystems
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ECOSYSTEMS

LESSON 9

Ecological Succession
je
Ob

e
ctiv
Help the children identify the characteristics and importance of ecological succession.

Prepara�on:
For each child, print a copy of the “Ecological Succession Science Journal.”
•

Cut out the “Primary Succession Photographs” and “Secondary Succession
Photographs.”
For each child, print a copy of “Primary or Secondary Succession?”

Ac�vity Supplies:

•

Glue

•

•

Scissors

A rock

A handful of soil
in a plastic bag

eventually hardens and forms volcanic rock. Primary
succession can also occur after glacier ice melts and
retreats to expose bare rock. Primary succession occurs
over a long period of time.

Science Journal
Read and discuss the quote on the
“Ecological Succession Science Journal”
page. Have the children complete the page
by iden�fying and drawing a picture of the
sequence of succession found in the Bible.

Show the children the soil and read to the children:
Secondary succession occurs when an already
developed ecosystem community is suddenly destroyed
or gradually replaced but the soil remains. Living
organisms begin to grow on the soil that remains on
the surface. This can occur after a natural disaster, such
as a forest fire, tsunami, tornado, landslide, drought,
or ﬂood. It can also occur from human eﬀects, such as
deforestation, war, contaminant spills, or abandonment
of an area.

Ecological Succession
Read to the children: God created the world with
specific order and organization. Similarly, God organized
specific areas of the earth to continually grow and
reproduce according to His order and organization.
Succession simply means “to follow.” God created
the land, followed by the grasses, followed by the
herbs, which were then followed by the fruit trees.
The process of change that occurs for living organisms
to inhabit an area is called ecological succession.
Ecologists have divided ecological succession into two
main categories: primary succession and secondary
succession.
Show the children the rock and read to the children:
Primary succession occurs when new land is formed
and new living organisms begin to grow on a bare
rock surface. This can occur after a volcanic eruption,
which can form new land. After the explosion, the lava
© Jenny Phillips
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LESSON 9

Secondary Succession Activity

Science Journal

Place the “Secondary Succession
Photographs” on the table. Instruct the
children to listen carefully as you read the
text below. Have the children place the
photograph that matches the text in order from le� to
right on the table.

Give each child a copy of the sheet �tled
“Primary or Secondary Succession?” Have
the children cut out the pictures at the
bo�om of the page and glue them in the
correct category by deciding if the descrip�on given
is an example of primary succession or secondary
succession. When complete, have the children place
their pages in their science journals.

1. A deer, on alert, begins running through the
forest. Squirrels, birds, and elk join the stampede.
Thick, dark smoke rises through the forest
as ﬂames engulf the trees. The fire rages for
days and days, driving the animals away and
destroying the grasses, ﬂowers, shrubs, and trees
of this climax community.
2. The plants are charred. Unlike the process of
primary succession, the soil is thick and still able
to provide nutrients, so the process of succession
won’t take as long to rebuild the ecosystem.
3. Small seeds are reintroduced to the area through
the wind, birds, and small animals returning.
Grasses and ﬂowers begin to grow.
4. The lodgepole pine species is a type of pine tree
that relies on fire to melt the waxy exterior of the
pinecone. Millions of these pinecones germinate
and begin to grow on the forest ﬂoor.
5. Aspen trees and birch trees sprout from the
burned stumps of the remaining trees. Small
shrubs also begin to grow. Grasses and ﬂowers
also continue to grow but are slowly shaded out
by the growing shrubs and trees.
6. Pine, aspen, and birch trees grow to vast heights.
Eventually, slower-growing oak, spruce, and fir
trees join the towering canopy of trees, and the
forest becomes a climax ecosystem once again.
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Secondary Succession Photographs

